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Why Vote for the Legalise Cannabis Alliance? 
Even if you aren’t a Cannabis user  , legalising cannabis is still in your best interest . As our 

Planet’s resources are rapidly running out we need to find viable alternatives. 

H emp has those alternatives with over 25,000 known uses. Make 
cannabis legal and we would have a sustainable source of Fuel in 
the form of bio-mass meaning no wars for oil, Building materials 

stronger than concrete, Textiles softer and more durable than cotton, Paper  
recyclable 7 times (unlike wood pulp  paper only 3 times), plus it takes 4 times 
the amount of land to grow trees for paper than hemp, Food from the seeds 

are more nutritional and higher yielding than Soya.  
Sometimes the only relief for sufferers of MS and many other ailments and 

diseases, historically a common herbal medicine. 

 So why is cannabis illegal if it’s so good? 
That would be impossible to answer as a good reason hasn’t really been 

given. Although some of the evidence from experts at the time it happened 
does seem quite far fetched in retrospect.  

“After two puffs on a marijuana cigarette, I was turned into a bat” 
Dr James Munch, pharmocologist and special advisor to the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 1938 

With facts like that  it’s no wonder the plant was made illegal. 
Laughable, Yes but nevertheless evidence used by prohibitionists to make 

their case against this plant that, as a race, we co-evolved with.  
Whatever you feel about this  issue the fact is cannabis use is a  

victimless crime and therefore deserves no punishment. 
Cannabis cultivation, use, etc. should be in the same category as cabbage 

cultivation and use, although cannabis is the more useful of the two. 
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